ON AVERAGE, AMERICANS EAT MORE THAN 3,400 MG OF SODIUM DAILY

97% DO NOT KNOW OR UNDERESTIMATE THEIR SODIUM INTAKE.

75% OF AMERICANS WANT LESS SODIUM IN PROCESSED & RESTAURANT FOODS

AMERICANS’ SODIUM INTAKE COMES FROM:

- 77% Processed and restaurant foods
- 5% Added while cooking
- 12% Naturally occurring
- 6% Added while eating

58% have tried to reduce the amount of sodium in their diet.
57% want more choice or control over the sodium content in their food.
56% think the government should play a role in reducing sodium in foods by setting mandatory (31%) or voluntary (25%) limits.
21% incorrectly believe that there are already limits on how much sodium can be added to processed foods.
15% incorrectly believe there are already limits for restaurant foods.
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